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Summary

Ubiquitous computing environment is defined by the shift of computing technology from the desktop to the

background. One of its most notable attributes is its potential to extend the scope of service and personal mobility.

This paper describes an agent-based architecture that brings personal and service mobility to the ubiquitous

computing environment. A software agent, running on a portable device carried by the user, leverages the existing

service discovery protocols to learn about all services available in the vicinity of the user. Short-range wireless

technology such as Bluetooth can be used to build a personal area network connecting only devices that are close

enough to the user. Acting on behalf of the user and based on a number of aspects, the software agent runs a quality

of service (QoS) negotiation and selection algorithm to select the most appropriate available service(s) to be used

for a given communication session. The software agent selects as well the configuration parameters for each

service. The proposed architecture supports also service hand-off to recompense for service volatility during user

movement. Copyright # 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Ubiquitous computing is a new trend in computation

and communication; it is at the intersection of several

technologies, including embedded systems, service

discovery, wireless networking and personal comput-

ing technologies. It is best described by Mark Weiser,

father of ubiquitous computing, as the world with

‘invisible’ machines; a world such that ‘its highest

ideal is to make a computer so imbedded, so fitting, so

natural, that we use it without even thinking about it’

[1]. In such an environment, computing devices are

shifted to the background, and they are only visible

through the services they provide; specific informa-

tion about these devices such as location, address or

configuration parameters are totally transparent to the

user.

One of the major contributing factors to the big

interest in ubiquitous computing is the advance in

short-range radio frequency communication. This

advance has created the notion of personal level

communication infrastructure, referred to as wireless

personal area networking (WPAN), of which Blue-

tooth [2] is an example. Devices connected over

WPAN have the capability to locate, communicate

and provide services for each other. This capability
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allows these devices to collaboratively provide an ad

hoc distributed computing environment and to deliver

services that cannot be possibly delivered with only

one device. For instance, a video display service may

look for an audio playing service in its vicinity to play

an audio and video recording. Also, an audio play-out

service can use the service of a computer connected to

the internet to download music from the internet

before playing it out.

Given these trends in personal communication,

there is a growing need to provide personal and service

mobility for persons roaming in ubiquitous computing

environments. Personal mobility [3] is defined as the

ability of a user to get access to telecommunication

services from any terminal (e.g. workstations, note-

books, personal digital assistants (PDA), cellular

phones) at any time and from any place based on a

unique identifier of the user, and the capability of the

network to provide services in accordance with the

user’s service profile. Closely related to the subject of

personal mobility is service or session mobility [4],

which refers to the possibility of suspending a running

service on a device and picking it up on another device

at the same point where it was suspended. An example

of service mobility is a call transfer from the mobile

phone of the user to his office phone.

In this paper, we propose an architecture for sup-

porting personal and service mobility in ubiquitous

computing environment. The proposed architecture is

an improvement on our personal mobility architecture

[5] for classical non-ubiquitous environments. It

leverages technologies in short-range wireless com-

munication, such as Bluetooth, to construct the

WPAN; it also leverages service discovery protocols,

such as Jini, SDP, SLP and Salutation, to discover

services available just in the WPAN of the roaming

user. The architecture supports also optional service

mobility, which allows, when possible, the service

currently in use to follow the user as he moves from

one location to the other. A major component of our

architecture is a personal agent (PA) process running

on a personal device carried by the user; the PA trig-

gers the service discovery, service selection and con-

trols service mobility. The PA also enforces the user’s

policies and preferences stated in the user profile.

Throughout the paper, we will show how the pre-

sented architecture could be used during a commu-

nication session between Alice, a team manager on a

business trip, and her team-members. The elaboration

of the scenario is presented in Section 7. Before the

meeting, Alice would like to have small chat with

Bob, who is a team leader in her group. Using the

multimedia workstation in the business office of the

hotel, Alice sends an invitation for a multimedia

conversation to Bob, 10 min before the meeting starts.

Bob, sitting in his office, receives the invitation on his

PDA. Since Bob has indicated in his profile that he is

always willing to accept calls from Alice, his PDA

tries to find a microphone, a speaker, a video display

service and a camera to make for a full multimedia

session. Assuming that such services exist in Bob’s

surrounding, the PDA discovers and reserves these

services for the communication session with Alice.

The PDA sends back information about all these

services, and the videoconference is started between

Alice and Bob.

When it is time for the meeting, Bob moves with his

PDA into the conference room where all the team

members are waiting. Bob’s PDA detects that the

services that Bob was using are not available any-

more, and since he has already set the FOLLOW-ME

option of the session to ON, his PDA tries to discover

similar services to continue the session in the con-

ference room. The PDA then detects and selects the

big screen, the camera, the speaker as well as the

microphone of the conference room; Alice’s picture

appears on the big screen and she is now ready to

participate in the meeting.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 starts by presenting a literature review of a

number of architectures for personal mobility with

highlights to their limitations in ubiquitous environ-

ments. In Section 3, we discuss how important is

content adaptation to supporting personal and service

mobility in ubiquitous computing environments and

what are the involved aspects. We then propose in

Section 4 our architecture for supporting personal

mobility in ubiquitous environment and its main

components. In Section 5, we present the algorithm

used for service and quality of service (QoS) para-

meter values selection. Section 6 shows how our

architecture supports service mobility. Section 7 con-

tinues with more details about the usage scenario

introduced in Section 1. Our prototype and perfor-

mance measurements are presented in Section 8. We

finally conclude in Section 9.

2. Architectures for Personal and
Service Mobility

A number of architectures [5–9] have been proposed

to solve the problem of personal mobility in the

context of the internet. All these architectures share
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the same concept of a directory service (DS) that

provides a user-customized mapping from a unique

user identifier to the device that is best suitable for the

user to use. The basic idea of these architectures is that

the user keeps a profile in the DS containing static

information about all the devices he/she has access to,

and the logic or policy (user preferences) for when to

use these devices. When the DS receives a session

initiation request for a user, it executes the logic in the

user’s profile and handles the request according to the

user’s specified preferences.

While these architectures provide personal mobility

for users with multiple telecommunication devices

(telephone, PDA, laptop, cellular phone, pager), they

all fail short to extend personal mobility to ubiquitous

computing environments because:

� the information in the DS is static,

� there is no support for service discovery,

� they lack support for service mobility and finally

� they lack support for complex (combined) services.

A number of research works have addressed the

problem of service discovery and selection in ubiqui-

tous computing environments. The work in Reference

[10] presented two approaches for selecting services

based on the physical proximity and line-of-sight of

the handheld device relative to the service. The

authors in Reference [11] used a central gateway

that makes the decision of delegating rendering tasks

to devices in the environment of the user. A PDA

carried by the user is responsible for detecting the

user’s nearby devices, and sending the list of available

devices to the gateway. These two architectures

[10,11] suffer from the drawback of using infrared

communication for finding and/or selecting services.

Because infrared communication requires aligning the

devices before any communication is established,

these architectures cannot be used in ubiquitous en-

vironments because they require user’s awareness of

the location of devices. Moreover, service mobility

and QoS issues were not discussed in these works. In

another work [12], the authors investigated the use of

a browser running on a PDA to enable ubiquitous

access to local resources as well as resources on the

world wide web. The browser, called the Ubicomp-

browser, detects devices and resources in the environ-

ment of the user, and delegates the rendering of the

requested resources to the nearby devices in order to

overcome the limitation of the PDA. A major draw-

back of the Ubicompbrowser is that it requires the user

to know its current location to select the rendering

devices. Additionally, the Ubicompbrowser does not

deal with the issue of QoS negotiation, neither with

the issue of service mobility.

In a recent project, researchers at the Smart Space

Laboratory (SSLab) [13] have suggested the use of

embedded computers as a substitute for the awkward

interface of the portable devices. The researchers have

suggested that collaboration between a portable de-

vice and embedded computers can help alleviate the

problem of limited input and output capability on the

portable device [14]. They have demonstrated their

approach by implementing a mobile TV-phone proto-

type that uses a nearby high resolution-display instead

of the small display on the mobile phone.

Our work is different from all these reviewed

architecture in that we dynamically discover and

update the list of services available in the WPAN of

the user. Our architecture also uses a QoS negotiation

and selection algorithm to select the services that best

suit the context and preferences of the user. The

architecture can also mix-and-match different ser-

vices to fulfill all the requirements of the session.

Additionally, our architecture incorporates additional

components in order to support smooth and transpar-

ent service mobility.

3. Personalization Aspect of Personal
and Service Mobility

Advances in computing technology have led to a wide

variety of computing devices, and the miniaturization

of these devices has widened the variety even further,

and made interconnectivity very difficult. Added to

this problem is the diversity of user preferences when

it comes to multimedia communications. This diver-

sity in devices and user preferences has made personal

and service mobility a challenging task, and required

content personalization in order to achieve satis-

factory results to the user. Generally speaking, the

flexibility of any system to provide content persona-

lization depends mainly on the amount of information

available on a number of aspects involved in the

delivery of the content to the user. The more informa-

tion about these aspects made available to the system,

the more the content is delivered in a format that is

highly satisfactory to the user. These relevant aspects

are: user preferences, content profile, network profile,

context profile, device profile and the profile of inter-

mediaries along the path of data delivery. We will

briefly describe each of these aspects; interested read-

ers might refer to Reference [15] for more details.
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3.1. User Profile

The user’s profile captures the personal properties and

preferences of the user, such as the preferred audio

and video receiving/sending qualities (frame rate,

resolution, audio quality . . . ). Other preferences can

also be related to the quality of each media types for

communication with an individual person or group of

persons. For instance, a customer service representa-

tive should be able to specify in his profile the

preference to use high-resolution video and CD audio

quality when talking to a client, and to use telephony

quality audio and low-resolution video when commu-

nicating with a colleague at work. The user’s profile

may also hold the user’s policies for application

adaptations, such as the preference of the user to

drop the audio quality of a sport-clip before degrading

the video quality when resources are limited. Some

other information in the user profile might include

also the user’s authorization, authentication and ac-

counting information.

One of the most notable works on user profiles is the

MPEG-21 standard [16], which describes attributes of

the end user of multimedia content, including besides

name and contact information, also content prefer-

ences, presentation preferences, accessibility and mo-

bility preferences. These preferences are used for

instance to provide effective and efficient access

(search, filtering and browsing) to multimedia content.

3.2. Content Profile

Multimedia content might enclose different media

types, such as audio, video and text, and each type

can have different formats [17]. Each type and format

has a number of characteristics and parameters that

can be used to describe the media. Such information,

referred to as meta-data information, is usually in-

cluded in the content profile. Some of this meta-data

about the content may include:

� information about the storage features of the con-

tent, such as the type of media (video, audio etc.),

the transport protocol (RTP/UDP/IP, H.320 etc.),

and the format (H.261 video, MPEG video etc.);

� information about available variants of the content,

such as colored-and-black and white variants;

� information about the author and production of the

content, such as the title, and date of creation;

� information related to the usage of the content, such

as copyright, application adaptations and usage

history.

The MPEG-7 standard [18], formally named

‘Multimedia Content Description Interface’, offers a

comprehensive set of standardized description tools to

describe multimedia content. These tools allow for a

complete description of what is depicted in the con-

tent, the form (coding format and size), the condition

for accessing the material, the classification, the con-

text and the links to other relevant material. MPEG-7

provides also tools for describing variations of the

content such as summaries and abstracts; scaled,

compressed and low-resolution versions; and versions

with different languages and modalities—audio,

video, image, text and so forth. Using the content

profile, a content adaptation system can decide what

type of adaptations can be applied to the content.

3.3. Context Profile

The notion of context and its implications has been a

research topic for a number of research groups [19–

21] and is still attracting more interest. According to

References [22,23], the context can be generally

defined as: ‘any information that can be used to

characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a

person, place or object that is considered relevant to

the interaction between a user and an application,

including the user and the application themselves’.

Based on this definition, a context profile would

include any dynamic information that is part of the

context or current status of the user. Context informa-

tion may include the physical (e.g. location, weather,

temperature), social (e.g. sitting for dinner) or orga-

nizational information (e.g. acting senior manager).

Some context information, such as the role or task of

the user, can be manually keyed in by the user while

other information, such as location, time of the day,

weather condition, can be easily gathered using sen-

sing devices. Some other information, such as the

current status of the user, can be gathered from other

sources such as the calendar of the user or from a

meeting attendees list. The MPEG 21 standard in-

cludes tools for describing the natural environment

characteristics of the user, including location and

time, as well as the audio and illumination character-

istics of the user’s environment. Resource adaptation

engines can use these elements to deliver the best

experience to the user.

3.4. Device Profile

To ensure that a requested content is properly ren-

dered on the user’s device, it is essential to include the
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capabilities and characteristics of the device into the

content personalization process. Information about

the rendering device may include the hardware char-

acteristics of the device, such as the device type, the

display size, the input and output capabilities. The

software characteristics such as the operating system

(vendor and version), audio and video codes sup-

ported by the device should also be included in the

device profile. The User Agent Profile (UAProf)

created by the WAP Forum [24] and the MPEG 21

standard [16], both include description tools for de-

scribing device capabilities.

3.5. Network Profile

Streaming multimedia content over a network poses a

number of technical challenges due to the strict QoS

requirements of multimedia contents, such as low

delay, low jitter and high throughput [25]. Failing to

meet these requirements may lead to a bad experience

of the user [26,27]. With a large variety of wired and

wireless network connectivity, it is necessary to in-

clude the network characteristics into content perso-

nalization and to dynamically adapt the multimedia

content to the fluctuation in network resources [28].

Achieving this requires collecting information about

the available resources in the network, such as the

maximum delay, error rate and available throughput

on every link over the content delivery path. A

description tool for network capabilities, including

utilization, delay and error characteristics are included

in the MPEG 21 standard.

3.6. Profile of Intermediaries

When the content is delivered to the user across the

network, it usually travels over a number of inter-

mediaries. These intermediaries (also referred to as

proxies) have been traditionally used to apply some

added-value services, including on-the-fly content

adaptations services [29–32]. Using intermediaries

for applying adaptations alleviates the problem of

clients with limited-resources [33] and overloaded

server [34]. Additionally, when the content travels

through a series of intermediaries, a sequence of

intermediaries can be chained together to perform

successive transformations on the content. This proves

to be useful when adaptations are computationally

expensive [35,36] and the adaptation process is a

combinatorial process [37]. For instance, trans-coding

a 256-color-depth-jpeg image to a two-color-depth-gif

image can be done in two stages, 256-color-depth

image to a two-color-depth image in one stage, and

jpeg image to gif image in another stage, with each

stage carried out on a separate intermediary.

For the purpose of content adaptation, the profile of

an intermediary would usually include a description

of all the adaptation services that an intermediary can

provide. These services can be described using any

service description language such as JINI [38], SLP

[39] or WSDL [40]. The profile would also include

information about the available resources at the inter-

mediary (such as CPU cycles, memory) to carry out

the services. Note that the available bandwidth

through an intermediary can also be included in the

intermediary profile, but for clarity reasons, we have

decided to include it in the network profile.

4. Proposed Architecture

Our work presented here is inspired by the Ubicomp-

browser project, and is intended to support personal

mobility in ubiquitous environments. Our architecture

builds on our previous architecture for personal mo-

bility [5] and includes additional functionalities to

overcome its shortcomings in ubiquitous environ-

ments. The modified architecture uses the short-range

Bluetooth wireless communication to construct the

user’s WPAN, and to restrict the domain of services

available to the user just to the services running on

devices that are within this WPAN. Our architecture

differs also from the architecture in References [10,11]

in that service selection is done automatically on

behalf and according to the preferences of the user,

and without requiring the user to point and select each

service individually using infrared (since the user

might not, and should not, be aware of the services

and their locations). We also address the problem of

service mobility by using periodical search for servi-

ces similarz to the services currently used by the user,

in order to provide smooth hand-off for these services.

Our previous architecture for personal mobility [5]

is based on the concept of a home directory (HD). The

HD (same as DS presented in Section 2) has two

functionalities: (a) a storage facility for the user’s

profile and (b) a forwarding service of incoming

communication requests. As a storage facility, the

HD is a personalized database of users profiles; each

zWe say that two services are similar if they serve the same
purpose, for instance a TV and a wall projector, or a PC
speakers and a mini-stereo.
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profile holding the user’s contact information, current

access information, preferences for call handling,

authentication, authorization and accounting informa-

tion. With this logic stored with the data in the profile,

end users can control the access permission to their

devices according to their own preferences. During

session initiation, the home directory agent (HDA)

executes the logic in the user profile every time the

user initiates or receives a call request.

In a typical ubiquitous computing environment, the

set of available devices for the user may change

continuously as the user changes his/her location.

Updating manually the information about currently

available services is not an option. Additionally,

discovering the available services and sending update

messages to the HDA is not a practical solution either,

since the set of available services might change very

often with the environment, which results in many

update messages sent to the HDA. Moreover, if the

update message incurs a certain delay, the information

included in the message could be outdated when it

gets to the HDA.

To overcome these limitations, we propose to run a

modified version of the HDA on a hand-held device,

such as a PDA, that is always carried by the user. We

call this modified version of the HDA the PA of the

user, and it is responsible for detecting devices in the

vicinity of the user as well as managing the user’s

communication sessions. In order to retrieve the user

profile and send/receive communication requests

through the HDA, we require that the hand-held

device, on which the PA runs, to have access to the

internet (through a wireless modem or IEEE 802.11

[41] connection). The PDA is also supposed to be able

to join a WPAN (such as Bluetooth WPAN) in order to

be able to detect and communicate with other wireless

devices just around the user. These requirements are

readily available, for instance, in the new iPAQ Pocket

PC models from Compaq. For the rest of the paper, we

will assume that the PA is running on a PDA that

satisfies these communication requirements.

At any one time, either the HDA or the PA is

responsible for providing personal mobility service

to the user. When the PDA is switched ON, the PA

contacts the HDA to retrieve the user profile. From

that point on until the PDA is switched OFF, the PA is

responsible for executing the logic in the user profile,

and the HDA would switch into passive mode and act

only as a proxy for incoming call requests. To ensure

that the HDA is aware of the status of the PA, we

decided to send all replies to communication requests

through the HDA. The HDA can detect when the PA is

not running or the PDA is currently out of reach if the

HDA does not see a reply to a forwarded call after a

certain time-out period. The HDA would then switch

into active mode, and handle the communication

request according to the rules specified in its local

copy of the user profile.

To fully account for personal and service mobility,

we have designed an architecture for the PA with five

major components: a Communication Agent (CA), a

Service Discovery Agent (SDA), a User Context

Agent (UCA), a QoS Selection and Negotiation Agent

(QSNA) and a Service Registry (SR). Figure 1 shows

the architecture of the PA with its components. We

will present here a detailed description of each of

these components. We will also show how the infor-

mation in all the profiles is gathered and processed in

the architecture.

� Communication Agent: The CA is responsible for

the exchange of communication requests/replies

with other parties’ communication agents. Com-

munication requests/responses carry usually the

content profile, and can also be used to put together

the network profile as well as the profiles of all

intermediaries along the data path. Each intermedi-

ate node that forwards the request/response mes-

sage adds information about its local available

services as well as the network characteristics to

which the intermediate node is connected.

� Service Discovery Agent and Service Registry: The

function of the SDA is to search for all services in

the WPAN of the user. Because devices in ubiqui-

tous computing environment are more likely to be

single-service devices, the line between a device

Fig. 1. Components of the personal agent (PA).
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and a service becomes blurred. For instance, a

display device can be identified by a display service

with the same capabilities as the physical device

that could be discovered using service discovery

protocols. We will refer hereafter to the device that

provides a visible service to the user as an end-

service, and the rest of the services as intermediary

services. Example of an end-service is a video

display screen or an audio play-out service.

The SDA provides the QSNA (discussed below)

with the list of currently available services (including

end-services). Since different services might be using

different service discovery protocols (JINI [38], SDP

[42] or SLP [39]), the SDA shall act as a service

discovery client in multiple service discovery proto-

cols. The SDA periodically searches for all available

services, and stores this information in SR. This

information allows for fast session setup and smooth

service mobility, as we will discuss in Section 6.

� User Context Agent: The UCA is responsible for

collecting and providing the user’s context profile

to the QSNA. Context information includes, as we

mentioned earlier, the location of the user, whether

the user is by herself or surrounded by other people

[43,44], and any other context information. The

UCA assists the QSNA during the service selection

phase by providing up-to-the-minute information

about the user’s context.

� QoS Selection and Negotiation Agent: The function

of the QSNA is to select the best services that

satisfy the session requirements, and comply with

the preferences of the user. This selection is based

on the session requirements§, the information in the

user profile, the list of available services found by

the SDA, the network and intermediaries profiles,

and the user’s context provided by the UCA and the

QSNA. The QSNA implements the service and QoS

parameter values selection algorithm presented in

the next section. The QSNA might also mix-and-

match several currently available services to satisfy

the requirements of the session.

5. Service and QoS Parameter Values
Selection Algorithm

To provide personal mobility with personalized con-

tent in a ubiquitous computing environment, the

system should make the decision regarding (a) the

end-service(s) (camera, speakers, microphone . . . ) to

use among the discovered end-services in the vicinity

of the user and which meet the requirements of the

communication session, and (b) what QoS parameter

values (frame rate, frame resolution, audio qual-

ity . . . ) should be used for each end-service, and (c)

which intermediate services to use along the data path

of the content. These decisions are affected by all the

elements we have introduced in Section 4, namely: the

user profile, content profile, context profile, end-ser-

vice profile, intermediaries and network profile. We

have devised a selection algorithm that makes these

decisions in four steps.

� Step 1: The purpose of the first step is to decide on

which content is it possible and satisfactory enough

for the user to send and receive. This decision is

based only on the preferences from the user profile,

the user’s current context, and within the availabil-

ity and capability of the end-services in the vicinity

of the user. For instance, a user might have to settle

for only black and white video output since this is

the only available display service close-by. The

algorithm merges the user preferences, context

information and capabilities of end-services to-

gether to form a big set of constraints on what

makes an acceptable and satisfactory content.

� Step 2: The second step of the selection process

represents finding what possible variants of the

content could be delivered to the user’s end-service.

Some content might be initially generated with

different variants to meet different requirements,

or might be dynamically transformed using a trans-

coding service on any of the intermediaries. Start-

ing with each variant of the content, the algorithm

tries to find what are the possible variants of the

content that we can derive, using all possible

combinations of adaptation services available at

the intermediaries along the path of the data.

� Step 3: The third step of the selection process is to

merge together the results from the two previous

steps: merging what could be delivered to the user,

and what the user prefers to receive within the

limitation of his context and the end-services.

During this step, the algorithm selects the QoS

parameter values for each required service, such

as the audio quality for an audio service and the

video frame rate and resolution for a video service.

To select the appropriate value for each QoS

parameter, we have presented in Reference [8] an

extension to the work introduced in Reference [45],

§Session requirements may be described using the Session
Description Protocol (SDP) carried in the SIP INVITE
message.
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wherein, the QoS parameters for each service are

selected based on a user satisfaction function. The

selection algorithm selects the QoS parameters for

each service is based on the concept of maximizing

the user’s satisfaction. In his/her profile, the user

indicates a satisfaction function that maps a QoS

parameter value to a satisfaction value in the

[0 . . . 1] range. The user also assigns a weight value

for each media type. The total satisfaction value of

the user for a combination of services is based on

the weighted combination of his/her satisfaction

with the media type and the individual QoS para-

meter value of the service. Using all possible

combinations of QoS parameters of all available

services, we select the combination of QoS para-

meter values that generates the maximum satisfac-

tion (within the restrictions of the devices where the

services are running) and the preferences of the

user. A detailed description of the work can be

found in Reference [5].

In case that the algorithm does not find an

appropriate configuration satisfying the user’s pre-

ferences, the algorithm should either ask the user to

release some restrictions on the preferred qualities,

or it could present the user with the best configura-

tion found, and the user is asked whether to accept

the configuration or just abort the request. A similar

approach was introduced in Reference [46].

� Step 4: The last step of the selection algorithm is to

make sure that the transport requirements of the

selected configuration and QoS parameters values

do not exceed the currently available network

resources described in the network profile. For

instance, it might not be possible to deliver a

high-resolution video content to a display service

connected to a network with currently limited

resources. The selection algorithm sorts all possible

combinations from Step 3 according to the user’s

satisfaction, and selects the combination with the

highest satisfaction value, and with network re-

sources less than or equal to the currently available

network resources.

6. Support for Service Mobility

During a communication session, a nomadic user in a

ubiquitous environment might move away from one

device and get closer to another device that provides a

service similar to the one used on the first device. To

continue with the communication session, the user has

to re-initiate the session again with the new services.

This could be a problem for the user, especially if the

user continues moving from one place to the other

during the session. Our architecture solves this pro-

blem by supporting service mobility during the com-

munication session.

Service mobility is required since the life span of

the communication session might be longer than the

time during which the currently used device is avail-

able in the user’s WPAN. To solve this problem, the

PA should switch the service from one device to

another providing a similar service when the device

that is currently used becomes unavailable or it should

inform the user about the disappearance of the service.

For instance, a user moving away from his computer

and entering the conference room should have, if

desired, the multimedia session transferred from his

computer to the TV and stereo system in the con-

ference room. If the conference room does not have a

TV set, the user should be warned that the video

display service would be discontinued if he/she stays

in the conference room.

Our architecture supports service mobility through

service hand-off, transparently to the user. A smooth

transparent service handoff requires continuous dis-

covery and update of the SR with the information of

the currently available services in order to provide

smooth service transfer. When a connection to a

service is fading, the SDA informs the QSNA about

the possible replacement service. The QSNA passes

the information about the new service to CA, which in

turn, sends an update message CA of other party.

7. Usage Scenario

In this section, we will elaborate more on the scenario

presented in Section 1. We will assume that the SIP [47]

signaling protocol is used to establish and maintain the

communication session. The scenario of Alice trying to

reach Bob, who is in the lounge area, is divided into five

phases (Figure 2), with the first phase executed only

once, when Bob switches ON his PDA. We will assume

that Bob has enabled the service mobility option with

his PA. Due to the space limitation, we will only give a

short description of each phase.

� Startup Phase: The PA retrieves the user’s profile

from HDA (Messages 1–2).

� Session Initiation Phase: Bob’s HDA forwards the

request to PA (Messages 3–5). The SDA uses the

service discovery protocol to discover the available

services for the session and update the SR (Mes-

sages 6–8). The QSNA selects from the SR the
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services for the session based on the session re-

quirements, the user profile, network and interme-

diaries, and device/service profile, as described in

Section 5. The QSNA might also mix-and-match

several devices to provide compound services.

Bob’s PA sends back to Alice’s PA the information

about the selected services (Messages 9–11).

� Data Exchange Phase: The data is exchanged

between Alice’s device and the selected devices

from Bob’s environment.

� Session Maintenance Phase: As long as the session

is still running, the SDA periodically queries the

environment for services that are similar to the

services used in the session. This information is

used to update the SR in order to reduce the delay in

service mobility (as we discussed in Section 6).

When Bob moves to the conference room, the SDA

detects the audio and video services of the con-

ference room (Messages 12–14).

� Service Hand-off Phase: In case, a service that is

currently used becomes unavailable because of the

mobility of the user, the SDA informs the QSNA of

the replacement service(s) (in this scenario, the

replacement services are the services of the con-

ference room). The QSNA in turns sends an update

message through the CA to Alice’s PA with the

information of the new services (Messages 15–16).

8. Experimentation and Evaluation

In order to get a better understanding of the system,

we have developed a prototype of the architecture in

our laboratory. We wanted to show how to provide

personal and service mobility to the user, and in case

of multiple similar services, how the selection algo-

rithm can correctly select the service that is more

Fig. 2. Session establishment based on the PA.
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satisfactory to the user. The prototype also allowed us

to measure the performance of the system in order to

study the feasibility of the system.

8.1. Experimental Environment

Our experimental environment consisted of a large

room, with four services: two audio play-out services

and two video display services as shown in Figure 3;

Audio Service 2 (AS2) has a better audio quality than

Audio Service 1 (AS1), and Video Service 2 (VS2)

has a better quality (higher resolution) than Video

Service 1 (VS1). We have selected two locations in

the room, location 1 and location 2, and the user of the

system can move in-between the two locations. While

standing in location 1, the user’s PDA can discover

only AS1 and VS1, and while the user is in location 2,

the PDA can discover all four services.

We start the experiment with the user in location 1

when he receives an incoming call through the

802.11b wireless interface of the PDA. The call

requires an audio service and a video display service.

The PA on the PDA analyses the request and, locates

the two services, AS1 and VS1. CA sends a message

to the caller’s CA containing the information of these

services. The caller’s media server sends the data

directly to these services.

When the user moves to location 2, two better

services, AS2 and VS2 also become available to the

user. The PA discovers the new services, and based on

the user’s profile, decides to use the new services since

they are more satisfactory to the user. The CA sends

an update message to the caller’s PA with the informa-

tion of the new services, and the audio and video are

now switched to AS2 and VS2. When the user moves

back to location 1, AS2 and VS2 become unavailable

again, and the data is sent again to AS1 and VS1.

8.2. Results

After building the prototype, we were able to collect a

number of performance metrics. We placed the media

server of the caller and the audio and video services on

the same local area network (LAN), while the PDA

was connected to the LAN through an 802.11b wire-

less access point. We were interested in measuring the

following metrics:

� Total Signaling Time: The time it takes for the

signaling messages to travel from the caller to the

callee and return.

� Media Server Initialization Time: The time it takes

the CA of the caller to read the reply message from

the network and to initialize the Java Media Frame-

work audio and video servers, responsible for

capturing and sending the audio and video data.

� Data Transfer and End-Service Initialization Time:

The time difference between the time when a video

frame is sent to the callee, and the time when the

frame is actually presented to the callee.

We have perform five run tests, and the average

results (in seconds) are presented in Table I.

The data transfer and end-service initialization time

included in the table does not include any delay

incurred by intermediate adaptation services. We

also note that some additional delay (not mentioned

in the above table) can be expected due to service

Fig. 3. Experiment environment layout.
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mobility. This delay is a result of the fact that the SDA

runs periodically, and not continuously. In our proto-

type, we set the discovery agent to run periodically

every 30 s, to balance between the incurred computa-

tion load on the PDA and the speed and accuracy of

service discovery. Additionally, the SDA spends 10 s,

using the sdptool [48], trying to discover all the

available services. In this setting, the sdptool con-

sumes around 18% of the CPU resources when run-

ning on the iPAQ 3870 Compaq handheld with

206 MHz RAM processor. As a result, the total service

mobility time could vary between 19.5 s (10 s for the

service discovery and 9.5 for the signaling and data

transfer) if the user reached the new location right

before the service discovery agent started the periodic

check, compared to 49.5 s if the user moved into the

new location right after the discovery agent had

finished the service discovery process.

We should mention that for an IP telephony service

to be accepted by users, the time delay of the service

should be equal if not better than the plain old

telephony service. We acknowledge that the measured

delays in our prototype are large, but there are a

number of ways to improve the performance in a

streamlined implementation. The first improvement

would be to replace the freeware SDP tool with

another faster implementation of the native SDP

protocol. Even the native SDP tool suffers from long

service discovery delays since each node is obliged to

establish a connection with every other node before it

can perform service discovery. Some existing work

[49] promises to reduce the service discovery time in

Bluetooth.

Additionally, we can also improve the data transfer

and end-service initialization time. This delay results

mainly from the time it takes to initialize and start the

end-service. In our prototype, we just register the end-

services, but never initialize them. This initialization

time could be virtually eliminated if the services are

already up and running on the device.

Finally, our current implementation does not take

the capabilities (battery, CPU and memory capacity)

of the PDA into consideration when executing the

code for the PA. Depletion in any of these resources

would definitely affect the performance of the service

and personal mobility. One could foresee that the

service discovery period becomes a function of the

available resources. Another approach would be to let

the user switch off the service discovery when he/she

is not moving. The PA may also run the service

discovery agent less frequently when there has not

been a recent change in the discovered services.

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an architecture for

supporting personal mobility in ubiquitous environ-

ments. The architecture allows nomadic users to

benefit from the availability of large number of hidden

services in a ubiquitous environment to establish

communication sessions. To construct this architec-

ture, we introduced a new component that we called

the PA that acts on behalf of the user during the

service discovery and selection process. The PA also

provides support for service mobility through periodic

updates of currently available services into a local

service registry. We have also shown the functionality

of the PA during a typical communication session

using an example scenario. Additionally, we have

presented a prototype of the architecture and some

performance measurements. We have also discussed a

number of recommendations to improve the perfor-

mance of the prototype. In future work, we are

planning to implement the recommendations before

we can study the usability of the architecture.
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